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Reliable, experienced maintenance mechanic seeking position operating, repairing, 
constructing, and maintaining equipment and facilities, Recognising and resolving 
inconsistencies in test results, Detecting marginal component and design defects and
initiate corrective action, and also Effectively communicating technical and 
manufacturing issues to improve products and performance.

EXPERIENCE

Turbine Technician
ABC Corporation - AUGUST 2001 – JULY 2012

 Mechanically disassembled/assembled blades on a compressor and 
turbine rotor.

 Breakdown, repaired assemble on different parts on gas, stream, wind
turbine using various hand and power tools.

 Migged and Tigged weld, stainless steal, cobalt and nickel based alloy.
 Mechanical disassembled/assembled by grinding, blending, tacking, 

and cutting using electric welding equipment.
 Rout-out and removed cracks, inspected with red dye and developer 

for inspection, weld back up and blend airfoul back to original 
contour.

 Read and measured with various calipers and indicators, scales; etc.
 Maintained records, reports, files and work scope.

Turbine Technician 
Delta Corporation - 1997 – 2001

 Performed work on electrical, mechanical, and hydraulic systems of 
various wind turbines to include, but not limited to, designs by 
Gamesa and .

 Preventative maintenance, Troubleshooting, &amp; large correctives 
as needed.

 Operated varieties of balance machines (manual &amp; Schenk 
computer machines).

 Performed diagnosis and repair to wind turbine as directed.
 Performing inspection on machine while is down for other problems 

other than maintenance.
 Completing all repairs in a professional manner to insure production.
 Using precision measuring instruments to insure correct tolerances 

allowed.
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EDUCATION

 Certificate In Welder

SKILLS

Welder,Inspector, Grinder Helper, Coater Operater, Assmbler,.
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